CODE OF ETHICS
For Guides, Teachers, Healers & Life Activation Practitioners
I __________________________, acknowledge that the people I initiate or anyone who attends my classes are not
my students, but students on the path of life and are their own best teacher. All initiates are entitled to seek
counseling and healing from any Guide, Teacher, Healer or Life Activation Practitioner (LAP) within Modern
Mystery School (MMS) or pursue any course of action that they feel best suits their growth from within or from
without the school.
As such I will hold no grudge and will not discriminate against any student who seeks assistance from other sources
from within or without the MMS.
I further agree to hold myself to the highest ethical practices and morals and will use the following as my guidelines:
1. I shall respect the rights, desires and needs of all clients/students at all times. I will conduct myself and my
sessions, at all times, in a professional manner and only within the limits of my training, with the clients/students
best interest held above all other considerations.
2. I shall obey all local, federal and municipal laws and regulations concerning the services I offer.
3. All matters between myself and clients/students shall be kept confidential. No third party shall be allowed access
to confidential client/student information. With the exception of: A) For the purposes of MMS INT
administration. B) When the client/student gives written permission. C) When directed by a court with
jurisdiction.
4. I shall clearly distinguish, in public, between my personal statements and actions as an individual and that as a
representative/initiate of the Modern Mystery School.
5. Prior to entering into any professional/therapeutic relationship, I shall disclose to the client/student the nature
of the services, the purpose of the services, and the cost for the service(s).
6. I will not misrepresent the possible outcome of any healing, activation or initiation or service that I provide as
a Guide/Teacher/Healer/Life Activation Practitioner of the MMS. I shall refer out any and all
people/clients/students that I am not qualified to handle.
7. I shall act in a professional manner towards other Guides/Teachers/Healers/Life Activation Practitioners and
other professionals. I understand that any action that is not in the best interest of the MMS, its
Guides/Teachers/Healers/ Life Activation Practitioners, management or staff will not be tolerated.
8. I will terminate any relationship with a client/student when the client/student can no longer benefit from my
services, and will not continue to provide services if I do not have a firm belief that the client/student will benefit
from further help.
9. All Guides/Teachers/Life Activation Practitioners agree to provide service to client/students of any race, colour,
religion, age, sex, or national ancestry and in our capacity will work to prevent and eliminate any form of
discrimination.
10. I agree to treat the findings, views, and actions of colleagues with respect and use appropriate channels to
express judgments on these matters within the MMS.
11. I agree to accept responsibility to help protect the community against unethical practices by any individuals or
organizations that may damage the reputation of the MMS, its students/initiates, Teachers, Guides, Healers, Life
Activation Practitioners, Ritual Masters, management or staff.
12. I agree to contribute my knowledge and skills to be in service to humanity and in general, support the wellbeing of others.

NAME: ____________________________________________ LOCATION:___________________________

SIGNATURE: _______________________________________________ DATE: ____/____ /____

WITNESS NAME: _______________________________________ LOCATION:___________________________

WITNESS SIGNATURE: _______________________________________________ DATE: ____/____ /____
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